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Tristram Shandy Summary 

Vol 1     

  Chapter 1 Shandy relays event of his conception and its significance. 

  Chapter 2 Enlarges on significance of conception while satirising physiology and 
philosophy 

  Chapter 3 Sets up anecdote that will reveal the injurious consequences of Shandy's 
conception 

  Chapter 4 Long-winded revelation that father was afflicted with sciatica at conception 

  Chapter 5 Shandy laments state of world and his own poor Fortune 

  Chapter 6 Describes how he will tell narrative - gradually becoming friends with reader, 
invites patience 

  Chapter 7 Introduces midwife (whose licence is paid for by the parson) with many 
digressions 

  Chapter 8 Further digression about hobby-horses and out-of-place dedication 

  Chapter 9 Attempts to sell generic dedication from previous chapter, invokes moon 
goddess' protection 

  Chapter 
10 

Introduces parson and the reason he rides a poor, broken-winded horse 

  Chapter 
11 

Names parson as Yorick and describes his descent and character 

  Chapter 
12 

Describes Yorick's death and surrounding circumstances, framed through 
Eugenius 

  Chapter 
13 

Re-introduces midwife and explains her parish - and that a map will be 
included to illustrate this but it is with the engraver 

  Chapter 
14 

Explains difficulties of writing history and how he proceeds to go about it 
(leisurely) 

  Chapter 
15 

Copies marriage article allowing his mother to lay in before her pregnancy in 
London if she wished, details why this was prevented and Shandy born in the 
country (hence with a flat nose) 

  Chapter 
16 

Describes coach journey returning from London following phantom 
pregnancy 

  Chapter 
17 

Explains why Tristram is born in country - to cancel expense of travelling to 
London for phantom pregnancy 

  Chapter 
18 

Details choice of the midwife to assist birth (rather than scientific operator) 
and the anxiety this causes his father in private and political terms. 
Mysterious 'Jenny' first mentioned 

  Chapter 
19 

Outlines father's theories on names (including hatred of 'Tristram') and in the 
process sheds light on father's character, particularly rhetorical skill 

  Chapter 
20 

Describes Catholic practice of baptism and debates surrounding whether it 
can be performed before birth, urges readers to pay attention to such 
minute details in the text. Large part of chapter is treatise in French. 

  Chapter Introduces and describes character of Uncle Toby, including his feminisation 
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21 by groin injury at the siege of Namur and the cause of his quarrels with 
Shandy's father 

  Chapter 
22 

Theory that a book can be digressive and progressive at the same time 

  Chapter 
23 

Description of the drawing of character 

  Chapter 
24 

Digression about hobby-horses 

  Chapter 
25 

Explains 4-year recovery period of Uncle Toby's wound and encourages 
reader to guess (impossibly) Uncle Toby's perplexities 

Volume 2 Chapter 1 Difficulties Uncle Toby suffers in trying to explain the attack in which he was 
injured, desires a map of the town to aid him 

  Chapter 2 Addresses imagined critic and explains why Uncle Toby, though not foolish, 
struggles to explain the events of his injury (the unstable meaning of words) 

  Chapter 3 Uncle Toby's hobby horse - military strategy - and how it begins from the 
efforts of explaining his injury 

  Chapter 4 Importance of truth above beauty, Uncle Toby's sudden change in attitude 
towards his recovery from patience and submission to impatience 

  Chapter 5 Introduces Trim, explains Uncle Toby's relocation to country house in same 
village as Shandy-Hall (plan to construct fortifications on bowling green) 

  Chapter 6 Shandy's father and Uncle Toby waiting for baby to be born upstairs, discuss 
reason for choice of midwife rather than medical man (who is sent for 
merely for conversation) 

  Chapter 7 Uncle Toby's ignorance about women revealed, does not know 'right end of a 
woman from wrong' (i.e. Where baby comes out), allusion to affair with 
Widow Wadman 

  Chapter 8 Digression about time, Obadiah sent for medical man but runs into him just 
after leaving 

  Chapter 9 Comic scene of Obadiah riding round corner and meeting medical man (Dr 
Slop) causing the Dr to fall from his horse 

  Chapter 
10 

Comic scene of muddy Dr Slop entering parlour only just after Obadiah sent 
to fetch him, Uncle Toby muses on engineer Stevinus 

  Chapter 
11 

Description of intended writing style that allows readers to use imagination, 
Obadiah sent to fetch Dr Slop's instruments - had only been paying a call to 
check on Mrs Shandy's progress, did not expect labour to have begun 

  Chapter 
12 

Uncle Toby provokes Shandy's father (his brother) by long discussion of 
Stevinus the engineer and fortification. Shandy's father apologises. Passage 
used to illustrate the two men's personalities. 

  Chapter 
13 

Short dialogue between Uncle Toby and Dr Slop about Shandy's father having 
children and increasing the family - pun on 'family way' (tradition & 
pregnant) 

  Chapter 
14 

Explain connection between Stevinus the engineer and Dr Slop's sudden 
arrival - Dr Slop has seen Stevinus' work, a chariot 

  Chapter Sermon falls out of book on Stevinus the engineer and Corporal Trim is asked 
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15 to read it 

  Chapter 
16 

Ask Dr Slop (who is a Catholic) whether he objects to sermon being read, he 
does not as it may be written by either a Catholic or Protestant 

  Chapter 
17 

Describes Trim's attitude as he prepares to read the sermon, which combines 
advantages of art and science. Trim begins to read sermon, but is interrupted 
by argument over whether author is Catholic or Protestant. It is revealed that 
Trim has a brother imprisoned by the Inquisition. Reads sermon (manuscript 
not printed). Revealed to be written by Parson Yorick. 

  Chapter 
18 

Debate about whether women should be able to choose who assists them in 
childbirth. 

  Chapter 
19 

Father's opinion that babies should not be born headfirst as it damages the 
site of the soul and of wit.  

Volume 3 Chapter 1 Uncle Toby distracts Dr Slop from his train of thought (concerned with 
defending obstetrics) by wishing that the Dr had seen the armies at Flanders 

  Chapter 2 Digression about whether Shandy's father should have removed his wig with 
his right or left hand 

  Chapter 3 Continues digression about how wig should be removed and handkerchief 
taken from pocket 

  Chapter 4 Shandy describes how his state of mind can remain untroubled when his 
outward form is tormented e.g. By reviewers, uses analogy of a jerkin 

  Chapter 5 Explains that Uncle Toby's benign personality means he does not interpret 
Shandy's father to be in a rage, only struggling to get his handkerchief out of 
his pocket 

  Chapter 6 Shandy's father explains his theory about children being born headfirst - 
Uncle Toby whistles a tune, meaning he is confused 

  Chapter 7 Dr Slop cursing Obadiah for tying instrument bag too tightly. Comical jingling 
Obadiah makes when riding with bag. Contrast drawn between marriage 
song and trauma/chaos of childbirth. 

  Chapter 8 Explains how Obadiah ties bag too tightly in order to make more pleasant 
musical sound. How small events such as these have affected Shandy's 
fortunes. 

  Chapter 9 Dr Slop notices the knots in his medical bag before it occurs to him to begin 
untying them. 

  Chapter 
10 

Mentions catastrophe of great uncle Hammond Shandy but does not 
elaborate. Dr Slop curses Obadiah for tying instrument bag too tightly, 
causing debate about swearing. Shandy's father gives Dr Slop Ernulphus the 
bishop's excommunication of Catholic church and asks him to read it aloud. 

  Chapter 
11 

Dr Slop reads excommunication as form of cursing Obadiah. Uncle Toby 
whistles his tune throughout and declares he could not have the heart to 
curse someone in such a manner. 

  Chapter 
12 

Makes dig at critics and connoisseurs as too obsessed with rules. Digression 
about swearing related to Ernulphus.  

  Chapter 
13 

Susannah the maid comes down to speak to Dr Slop, describes chaos 
upstairs. Midwife wants Dr Slop to come to her, he says she should come and 
speak to him. 
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  Chapter 
14 

Digression about orators and what they should wear to conceal a prop which 
they can produce unexpectedly at a critical moment. 

  Chapter 
15 

Dr Slop tries to produce forceps from medical bag to illustrate his praise of 
them (see above) but pulls out the squirt alongside it. 

  Chapter 
16 

Comic scene in which Dr Slop tests the forceps on Uncle Toby's hands. 

  Chapter 
17 

Dr Slop explains the importance of distinguishing head from hip, otherwise 
forceps may injure a male child (possibility indicated with stars) 

  Chapter 
18 

Shandy's father observes how time since Dr Slop arrives has felt like an age, 
proceeds to explain to Uncle Toby the metaphysical nature of time and the 
succession of ideas. 

  Chapter 
19 

Shandy laments how this productive discourse upon time is put to an end 
petulantly by his father because of Uncle Toby's confusion. 

  Chapter 
20 

Uncle Toby and Shandy's father fall asleep in front of the fire. Shandy 
declares he will make use of this moment to incongruously write his preface. 
Preface about wit and judgment, which must complement one another. 

  Chapter 
21 

Shandy's father has tendency to philosophise about broken parlour-door 
hinge but never mends it. 

  Chapter 
22 

Corporal Trim makes mortar-pieces for Uncle Toby's scene from a pair of 
boots belonging to Shandy's father. When Uncle Toby offers to pay for them, 
he warns him of the expenses of his project, but Uncle Toby believes it is for 
the good of the nation. 

  Chapter 
23 

Shandy's father wonders why Dr Slop is in the kitchen making a 'bridge'. 
Shandy laments having to explain it by diverting his narrative. 

  Chapter 
24 

Comic affair between Corporal Trim and Bridget, the kitchen maid at Widow 
Wadman's house. Results in one of Uncle Toby's drawbridges being broken.  

  Chapter 
25 

Uncle Toby puzzles over the type of drawbridge that shall be made to replace 
the broken one. 

  Chapter 
26 

When Uncle Toby is informed that Dr Slop is making a 'bridge' in the kitchen 
(see chapter 23) he assumes it is a model drawbridge. 

  Chapter 
27 

It is revealed that Dr Slop is not making a model drawbridge but a 
replacement bridge for baby Shandy's nose, crushed by his instruments 
during the delivery. 

  Chapter 
28 

Cloud gathering over Shandy's father in series of unfavourable events, 
Shandy outlines melancholy feeling as he relates this part of the narrative. 

  Chapter 
29 

Shandy's father lies on his bed in distress after learning of the injury to his 
newborn son's nose, Uncle Toby stays silent as he feels he cannot give words 
of comfort. 

  Chapter 
30 

Shandy describes father's reaction as odd and extravagant, feels the need to 
explain his behaviour. 

  Chapter 
31 

Defines what he means by a nose - does not wish it to be considered a 
euphemism for other body parts? 

  Chapter 
32 

How Shandy's great grandmother convinced great grandfather to give her an 
allowance of £300 by criticising his nose. 
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  Chapter 
33 

Continues to explain tradition of elevating importance of long noses in 
Shandy family, re-iterates that this is not a euphemism. 

  Chapter 
34 

Shandy's father tends to stick fast by his opinions, such as those on noses, 
without being swayed. Effusion of gratitude towards Uncle Toby. 

  Chapter 
35 

Shandy's father collects works written on the subject of noses, simile 
comparing them to mistresses. 

  Chapter 
36 

Father disappointed by Erasmus' dialogue on noses. Warns reader against 
influence of Satan in reading chapters that follow, blobby images as 
representation of book. 

  Chapter 
37 

Reasons for his father's disappointment in Erasmus' tract on noses, ways he 
tries to uncover its deeper meaning. 

  Chapter 
38 

Presents Slawkenbergius' discourse upon noses as superior to others, then 
proceeds to outline these other theories. Laments elements of narrative that 
remain to be cleared up. 

  Chapter 
39 

Shandy family as a 'whimsical theatre' of entertaining scenes, including 
Shandy's father attempting to explain theories on noses to Uncle Toby. 

  Chapter 
40 

Process of reasoning by which his father attempts to make Uncle Toby 
understand theories on noses. 

  Chapter 
41 

Father thrown into a temper by Uncle Toby's lack of attention to his nose 
'solutions': 'can noses be dissolved?' 

  Chapter 
42 

Father's devotion to Slawkenbergius, will proceed to give one of 
Slawkenbergius' tales. 

Volume 4 Tale Slawkenbergius' tale about the effect a stranger with a huge nose has on the 
inhabitants of Strasburg. 

  Chapter 1 Slawkenbergius' tale as explaining extreme reaction of father to Shandy's 
damaged nose. Laments difficulty of translating the next tale. 

  Chapter 2 Effect of Uncle Toby's gentle nature in bringing Shandy's father out of his 
desperate state lying on the bed. 

  Chapter 3 Shandy's father laments painful lashes he has received - Uncle Toby takes it 
literally and gives example of soldier who received more, which makes father 
worse. 

  Chapter 4 Uncle Toby calls Trim to ask him which regiment the above soldier was in. 
Conversation continues and he leaves Trim legacy of a pension and his 
bowling-green fortification. 

  Chapter 5 Shandy's father wonders if now is the appropriate time to consider the above 
matters of regiments and pensions. 

  Chapter 6 Shandy's father rises from the bed and prepares to address himself to Uncle 
Toby. 

  Chapter 7 Shandy's father reflects upon the miseries bestowed on man and how they 
are able to withstand them - Uncle Toby attributes it to God, but he 
continues reasoning. 

  Chapter 8 Father announces he will call baby Trismegistus to counter the evil done to 
his nose. 

  Chapter 9 Father considers chance that body part of child injured which will have such 
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a negative impact on family - Uncle Toby points out it could be worse. 
Shandy tries to keep track of all the chapters on various subjects he has 
promised readers.  

  Chapter 
10 

Chapter upon chapters in which Shandy declares he has no rule for creating 
chapter divisions and that even if he did he would not follow it. 

  Chapter 
11 

Uncle Toby and Shandy's father outline benefits of the name Trismegistus. 

  Chapter 
12 

Shandy's father complains about the airs all the women in a house put on, 
including the servants, when the mistress is with child. Uncle Toby tries to 
defend women and the suffering childbirth brings them. 

  Chapter 
13 

Shandy notes that as he writes, his life becomes longer so there is more to 
write, and since he has only just reached the first day of his life there is no 
hope of ever catching up. 

  Chapter 
14 

Comic scene of poor communication that results in baby being christened 
Tristram rather than Trismegistus. 

  Chapter 
15 

Shandy declares he would rather write a chapter upon button-holes than 
sleep, but ends up writing more about sleep anyway. 

  Chapter 
16 

Revelation to Shandy's father that he has been given the wrong name. 

  Chapter 
17 

Shandy's father walks to fish-pond under burden of revelation to try and 
calm himself. 

  Chapter 
18 

Trim begins to tell Uncle Toby about the cow breaking into the fortifications 
but decides against it. They both agree that their Christian names did not 
affect their performance in battle, demonstrated by acting out these battles. 

  Chapter 
19 

Shandy's father walks in on the mock battle but ignores it and proceeds with 
his lamentation listing all the factors of his new-born son's ill-fortune. 

  Chapter 
20 

Uses metaphor of horse-racing to outline how he does not intend to hurt 
anyone in spite of the fast rate of his storytelling. 

  Chapter 
21 

Story of Francis I, King of France, who goes to war with Switzerland over 
naming of his son after he offers to make the country godmother and 
improve their relationship. 

  Chapter 
22 

Book is written only to make people laugh, not to insult any person or belief, 
and the characters are not meant to resemble real life people. 

  Chapter 
23 

Parson Yorick and Shandy's father discuss whether it is possible to change his 
Christian name. 

  Chapter 
24 

Explains why a chapter about the journey to a clergy meeting (to discuss 
name changing) has been removed - it is so good it reflects badly on the rest. 

  Chapter 
25 

Debate among clergymen about whether sermons should come from the 
head or the heart, interrupted by a single word revealed in next chapter. 

  Chapter 
26 

Interrupting word is 'zounds!' Cause revealed to be comic accident of hot 
roasted chestnut falling on the groin of one of the clergymen. Blamed on 
Yorick. 

  Chapter 
27 

Comic conversation surrounding the best way to cool the heat of the 
clergyman's groin. 
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  Chapter 
28 

Complex debate among clergymen about Latin baptism (even though Shandy 
is Protestant so baptised in English) and the nature of kinship. 

  Chapter 
29 

Yorick explains to Uncle Toby that the outcome of the debate is ultimately 
that Tristram's name cannot be changed, according to learned opinion. 

  Chapter 
30 

Father's mind taken off name by dilemma about how to spend an inheritance 
sum, on sending Shandy's brother Bobby travelling abroad, or on enclosing 
the ox-moor. Brother dies, solving this particular problem. Shandy therefore 
heir. 

  Chapter 
31 

Chapter of things - things to declare, things to fear etc. Laments how many 
things have blocked path toward amours of Uncle Toby, best part of story. 

Volume 5   Dedication to Lord Spencer, also dedicates story in the sixth volume to Lady 
Spencer. 

  Chapter 1 Chapter on whiskers, outlining how words can develop bawdy associations. 

  Chapter 2 Father's position when he receives letter informing him of his son's death - in 
the middle of calculating cost of a journey, in which task he has been 
constantly interrupted. 

  Chapter 3 Father alleviates grief for son's death through eloquence rather than tears. 

  Chapter 4 Anecdote about how little people are changed by the approach of death. 

  Chapter 5 Mother thinks conversation in kitchen between Father and Uncle Toby is 
about her so eavesdrops at the door. 

  Chapter 6 Likens family to machine in which parallel conversations happen in parlour 
(family) and kitchen (servants), facilitated by leaving door ajar for 
eavesdropping. 

  Chapter 7 Trim's eloquent speech on the death of his young master, detailing the use of 
his hat as a prop. 

  Chapter 8 Asks readers to be forgiven the promised chapters upon chamber-maids and 
button-holes. 

  Chapter 9 Trim continues his oration on the subject of death. 

  Chapter 
10 

Servants continue to discuss nature of death upon the battlefield versus at 
home. Trim laments how hard it will be taken by Uncle Toby. 

  Chapter 
11 

Reminds readers of mother listening at the parlour door, digression about 
the value Shandy places on truth. 

  Chapter 
12 

Mother listening to Father's continuing speech. Shandy meditates on the 
geographical origins and journeys of philosophical sayings. 

  Chapter 
13 

Comic scene in which Father mimics Socrates in lamenting the three desolate 
children he leaves behind upon his death, and Mother bursts in demanding 
that he account for these extra children. 

  Chapter 
14 

Uncle Toby tries to explain to Mother that the children referred to were 
Socrates, but is uncertain about the chronology so leads her to Father for 
further explanation. 

  Chapter 
15 

Digression about fiddle music that would be played if chapter were a farce. 

  Chapter 
16 

Father becomes occupied with making Trista-poedia for Shandy's education. 
Futility of task - progresses slowly and as Shandy gets older more and more 
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of the work is rendered useless. 

  Chapter 
17 

No chamber-pot so Susannah gets five-year old Shandy to go out of window, 
sash falls and circumcises him. 

  Chapter 
18 

Susannah flees to Uncle Toby's house, where Trim and Uncle Toby place 
equal blame upon themselves for the incident. Reason why to be explained 
in next chapter. 

  Chapter 
19 

Trim has taken lead weights from the nursery window to add to Uncle Toby's 
fortifications. 

  Chapter 
20 

Trim goes to tell Uncle Toby what has happened, miming the injury to 
Shandy's penis with his finger. Will not let Susannah take the blame. 

  Chapter 
21 

Uncle Toby will not let Trim take the blame, as Trim was acting on his behalf. 
They become distracted by a discussion about the strategic mistakes made at 
the battle of Steenkirk, in which they both fought. 

  Chapter 
22 

Compare king's disapproval with general at Steenkirk to the disapproval 
Shandy's father will have for Trim. Uncle Toby reiterates that he will not let 
Trim receive the blame, for which Trim is grateful. 

  Chapter 
23 

Uncle Toby, Trim, Yorick (who has been with them throughout conversation) 
and Susannah march to speak to Shandy's father, likened to a battalion. 

  Chapter 
24 

Unpredictability of how Father will react to any given situation, as he views 
things differently to most people. Shandy refers to his 'dear Jenny' and 
explains this is why they bicker, as they never look at things in the same way. 

  Chapter 
25 

Aside about what counts as a digression, or simply going forwards and 
backwards along the line of the story. 

  Chapter 
26 

How Father comes to know about the incident through servants after 
hearing scream upstairs. Shandy adds a chapter on sash-windows and the 
forgetfulness of chamber-maids to his Father's Trista-poedia for completion. 

  Chapter 
27 

Father reads up about circumcision and concludes that, as so many great 
nations have practised it, he has no reason to be concerned. 

  Chapter 
28 

Uncle Toby, Trim and Yorick enter, Father explains historical basis for 
believing no harm will come of circumcising his son. Yorick proceeds to read 
a description of polemic divinity. 

  Chapter 
29 

Impatience with Yorick's story, so far consisting of opponents performing 
gymnastic feats on horseback rather than actually fighting. 

  Chapter 
30 

Yorick asks Shandy's father how he is progressing with Trista-poedia. Offers 
to read a chapter from it instead of Yorick's story. 

  Chapter 
31 

Chapter begins with introduction about the origins of society, i.e. 
relationship between man, woman and child. Yorick points out that the 
Catechism teaches children respect for their parents. 

  Chapter 
32 

Digression as Trim says his Catechism, and proves he understands meaning 
and ideas behind the words rather than simply repeating them by heart. 

  Chapter 
33 

Father's chapter on health, asserting that it is based on the balance between 
radical heat and radical moisture. This point has been proved earlier in the 
book without even explicitly mentioning it. 

  Chapter Trista-poedia chapter on health continues, in which Father expresses opinion 
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34 on the theories of Hippocrates and Lord Verulam. 

  Chapter 
35 

Outlines Lord Verulam's health regime for longevity but does not give 
Father's opinion on it, readers must wait for the Trista-poedia to be 
published. 

  Chapter 
36 

Trista-poedia chapter on health continues, emphasising importance of 
maintaining balance of radical heat and radical moisture. 

  Chapter 
37 

Trim and Uncle Toby interrupt, explaining how they used the heat of fire, 
brandy and cinnamon to treat the illness contracted at the siege of Limerick. 

  Chapter 
38 

Yorick asks Trim to give his opinion on radical heat and radical moisture, and 
he prepares to give a speech on the subject. 

  Chapter 
39 

Before Trim can begin, Dr Slop enters and waits to update Shandy's father 
about the treatment of his son following the incident. 

  Chapter 
40 

Trim explains that he believes radical moisture to be the ditch-water of a 
siege ground and radical heat to be brandy and tobacco, to the amusement 
of the others. 

  Chapter 
41 

Dr Slop called upstairs to look at the infant so Shandy's father continues with 
his chapter. Reassures readers that after this chapter the book will not be 
opened again for a year. 

  Chapter 
42 

Father laments the amount of time it takes for a child to be taught 
everything he needs to know, conceives of auxiliary verbs as an important 
shortcut. 

  Chapter 
43 

Father uses Trim to demonstrate the multitude of ideas that can be 
generated by auxiliary verbs. 

Volume 6 Chapter 1 Considers the number of jackasses (critics) that have observed Shandy and 
his readers on their journey so far. 

  Chapter 2 Explain anecdotes of historical geniuses and child prodigies by their ability 
with auxiliary verb, which shall be the foundation of Shandy's education. 

  Chapter 3 Argument between Dr Slop and Susannah while she is holding the candle for 
him to treat the infant Shandy. Ends with her setting fire to his wig and him 
throwing the cataplasm (poultice) at her. 

  Chapter 4 Dr Slop and Susannah continue to argue and go to kitchen to prepare 
another treatment for the infant Shandy. 

  Chapter 5 Shandy's father decides it is time for him to have a private tutor and outlines 
the ideal virtues of one. Uncle Toby recommends the son of Le Fever with a 
tear in his eye. Shandy prepares to relate the sad story of Le Fever. 

  Chapter 6 Story of Le Fever Pt 1. Landlord of local inn comes to Uncle Toby's house 
asking for some spirits to give a sick man. Trim is sent to reconnoitre.  

  Chapter 7 Story of Le Fever Pt 2. Trim relays the sick man's circumstances to Uncle 
Toby, who is concerned for the wellbeing of Le Fever's son if he should die. 

  Chapter 8 Story of Le Fever Pt 3. Uncle Toby abandons his fortifications and sieges in 
the interests of helping Le Fever, believing the sick man should stay at his 
house to receive the best care. 

  Chapter 9 Story of Le Fever Pt 4. Uncle Toby orders Trim to send for a physician in the 
morning. 
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  Chapter 
10 

Story of Le Fever Pt 5 (conclusion). Uncle Toby visits Le Fever to offer him a 
bed in his home, but Le Fever dies. 

  Chapter 
11 

Recounts Le Fever's funeral but is distracted by explaining Yorick's method of 
filing his sermons, as Shandy intends to publish them. 

  Chapter 
12 

Young Le Fever receives public school education then asks leave from Uncle 
Toby to join the army. Uncle Toby gives him his father's sword and he leaves 
to fight. 

  Chapter 
13 

Le Fever falls ill after four years in the army and writes to Uncle Toby that he 
will return home. Hence he is uppermost in Uncle Toby's mind when Shandy 
requires a tutor. 

  Chapter 
14 

Rumours circulate that exaggerate the severity of Shandy's accident with the 
window. Uncle Toby suggests putting an end to them by showing the child's 
penis publicly, but Shandy's father believes it will do no good. 

  Chapter 
15 

Shandy's father determines he will put Shandy into breeches despite the 
rumours that he is not really a boy child. 

  Chapter 
16 

Explains that resolution regarding breeches in previous chapter seemed 
hastily decided but was in fact the product of much reflection and debate 
with Shandy's mother. 

  Chapter 
17 

Father's two beds of justice explained. The Goths debated all matters twice, 
one drunk and once sober. Father debates twice, once on Saturday night 
(post-coital?) and once on Sunday morning. Shandy writes passages once full 
and once fasting. 

  Chapter 
18 

Debate between Mr and Mrs Shandy in bed about putting their son in 
breeches and what material they should be made from. 

  Chapter 
19 

Father consults Rubenius upon articles of ancient dress, but can find nothing 
on breeches. Speculates status was shown by hook-and-eyes in ancient 
times, so orders breeches made with these. 

  Chapter 
20 

Tells readers new scene is to be entered upon. Leaves father supervising 
tailor with breeches and the sewing of the hook-and-eye. 

  Chapter 
21 

Description of the land at the bottom of the kitchen garden and the process 
by which Uncle Toby models his fortifications, with Trim's assistance. 

  Chapter 
22 

Description of the way in which Uncle Toby and Trim model and re-enact 
sieges made by the allies on various towns, using accounts from newspapers. 
Delight the process brings them. 

  Chapter 
23 

Model town made by carpenter and added to the middle of Uncle Toby's 
fortifications. Issues with suitable ammunition which Trim will eventually 
resolve. 

  Chapter 
24 

Trim bets his Montero-cap, a gift from his brother Tom, that he can 
demonstrate a particularly bloody attack to Uncle Toby's satisfaction. 

  Chapter 
25 

Begins to describe Trim starting to act out the attack, but is distracted by 
lamenting the death of Uncle Toby and Trim. 

  Chapter 
26 

Trim's design to make it seem as though the cannon are firing by filling them 
with tobacco and setting it alight. 

  Chapter 
27 

Scene where Uncle Toby arrives at the fortifications to see Trim acting out his 
design and all of the cannons 'firing'. 
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  Chapter 
28 

Uncle Toby joins the 'attack' by smoking one of the tobacco pipes attached to 
a battery of cannons. 

  Chapter 
29 

Changes scene to portray Uncle Toby away from his fortifications, vulnerable 
to the heart of woman. 

  Chapter 
30 

Names heroes who have not fallen prey to love, as they have had other 
things to occupy them. This was not the case for Uncle Toby after a peace 
treaty was made so there are no sieges and battles for him to model. 

  Chapter 
31 

Father thinks Uncle Toby only wishes the war to continue for the sake of his 
hobby-horse, so Uncle Toby defends his beliefs and conduct with unusual 
eloquence, in a speech recorded by Shandy's father. 

  Chapter 
32 

Uncle Toby's oration justifying his reasons for wishing the war to continue. 
War can be for righteous causes. Feeling one is a soldier by nature does not 
prevent one from reflecting on the miseries of war. 

  Chapter 
33 

Demonstrates how difficult it is to keep the threads of his story together by 
becoming lost and having to begin the chapter over again. 

  Chapter 
34 

Peace treaty that has distanced Uncle Toby from his hobby-horse, as well as 
delay in the Dunkirk demolition he wishes to model on his fortifications. 

  Chapter 
35 

Lack of occupation due to peace treaty renders Uncle Toby vulnerable to love 
and the affair with Widow Wadman. Trades war trumpet for the lute. 

  Chapter 
36 

Begins discussing affair between Uncle Toby and Widow Wadman by 
contemplating theories of love. Father's application of these theories to 
Uncle Toby for the duration of his affair. 

  Chapter 
37 

Defends right not to provide definition of love to begin, instead suffices to 
state that Uncle Toby fell in love with Widow Wadman. 

  Chapter 
38 

Provides blank page for reader to imagine the sexually desirable Widow 
Wadman. 

  Chapter 
39 

Servants' network informs Mrs Shandy that Uncle Toby and Widow Wadman 
will marry. Mr and Mrs Shandy discuss matter in bed with neutrality. 

  Chapter 
40 

Sketches lines representing the plot of each volume and remarks upon his 
improvement in minimising digression. 

Volume 7 Chapter 1 Shandy ventures to escape Death itself by fleeing so Death cannot find him 
and he can finish his volumes in peace. 

  Chapter 2 Shandy is sick on passage from Dover to Calais and fears he will not outrun 
Death after all. 

  Chapter 3 Inconvenience of three roads from Calais to Paris so that time is wasted 
deciding which would be best to take. 

  Chapter 4 Criticises travel-writing. Saw nothing of Calais for it was dark, yet declares it 
is possible to write a long and detailed chapter on the town. 

  Chapter 5 Chapter on Calais, but it is not accurate and detailed - instead filled with 
conjectures. 

  Chapter 6 Decides it would be taking advantage of the reader to give fifty page 
transcription of the siege of Calais. 

  Chapter 7 Other travellers speculate why Shandy is fleeing, including adultery and debt, 
but he insists his debt is that of Nature only. Beseeches Nature to hold back 
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death for a while so he can get a head start. 

  Chapter 8 Shandy claims to resist making national generalisations but laments that the 
French post-chaises always appear to need repairing, causing delays. 

  Chapter 9 Shandy would rather depict the attractive inn-keeper's daughter than the 
churches and sights of Montreuil. 

  Chapter 
10 

Travels post to Abbeville to see carders and spinners but they have gone to 
bed by the time he arrives. 

  Chapter 
11 

Travelling is advantageous except that it makes one too hot - will present 
remedy in next chapter (but does not). 

  Chapter 
12 

Wishes to die in an inn rather than at home as will be easier for his friends. 
Disliked inn at Abbeville so makes this inn the exception. 

  Chapter 
13 

Considers theories of whether travelling is good or bad for a person's 
wellbeing. 

  Chapter 
14 

Digression about the lifespan of souls and of the Christian religion. 

  Chapter 
15 

Lists towns travelled through and the poor music of their chiming bells. 

  Chapter 
16 

Complains of constant interruptions, such as paying at each post, that 
prevent a traveller from sleeping even though the conditions would 
otherwise be ideal for it. 

  Chapter 
17 

In a bad mood due to lack of sleep so is not impressed by Paris, criticising it 
as he is driven through the city. 

  Chapter 
18 

Concludes that Paris would probably be better seen by daylight than 
candlelight. Cannot get into hotel to enjoy grandness of city? 

  Chapter 
19 

Finds spleen to be a mood that allows fast travelling - do not want to stop 
and look at sights - but leaves one uneasy and with poor digestion, so 
decides to quit it. 

  Chapter 
20 

Considers horses get along at good speed in France despite leanness. Swear 
words seem to be their sustenance, debates whether he can give these 
words without being vulgar. Will describe in next chapter how abbess 
overcame this difficulty. 

  Chapter 
21 

Story of abbess and one of her novices, who travels to the hot baths of 
Bourbon for bad knee. Muleteer goes for a drink of wine and forgets about 
them, leaving them stranded. 

  Chapter 
22 

Abbess and novice attempt to whistle and shoo mules forward, but to no 
avail. 

  Chapter 
23 

Nuns are struck by terror of being stranded overnight, where their virginity 
may be taken. 

  Chapter 
24 

Young novice whispers in the abbess' ear the two swear words she knows 
that can make any mule go forwards. 

  Chapter 
25 

Nuns decide it will not be sinful if they split the swear words in half and say 
one syllable each. 

  Chapter 
26 

Lists towns travelled through while telling story of the abbess. Regrets telling 
story as it did not serve higher moral purpose, but never blots anything out. 
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  Chapter 
27 

Travels through Auxerre, where he has previously been with his Father, 
Uncle Toby and Trim - they accompanied him on his grand tour of Europe. 

  Chapter 
28 

Laments entanglement of threads - Shandy is simultaneously in Auxerre 
alone, in Auxerre with Father and also on banks of Garonne writing the book. 

  Chapter 
29 

Post-chaise is broken so sells it and decides to go by water, which will be 
cheaper and more pleasant. Digression on making the best of a bad situation. 

  Chapter 
30 

Regrets being in Lyons but, due to unspecific accident, unable to see the 
sights. Lists places in the area he would have liked to visit. 

  Chapter 
31 

Expresses long wish to see the tomb of the two lovers at Lyons. Tells their 
story. 

  Chapter 
32 

Delayed by donkey in doorway which Shandy does not have the heart to 
push away or strike. Another man does this, causing Shandy's breeches to 
catch and tear. 

  Chapter 
33 

Changes and returns downstairs, where he is waylaid again by the person 
who hit the donkey. Demanding a small payment for the King of France. 

  Chapter 
34 

Payment is for travelling down a royal post route, but Shandy plans to travel 
by water. Payment demanded nonetheless, which leads to an argument. 

  Chapter 
35 

Continues to argue with commissary about payment then they make their 
peace. 

  Chapter 
36 

Shandy hopes to give payment in form of witty remarks but realises he has 
lost them and sends servants to search. 

  Chapter 
37 

Realises he has left the remarks in the pocket of the broken post-chaise, 
which was sold to a chaise-vamper. Asks to be taken to chaise-vamper's 
house. 

  Chapter 
38 

Goes to chaise-vamper's house and finds his wife has used the remarks as 
papers to curl her hair, but she returns them to him in their twisted state. 

  Chapter 
39 

Begins sightseeing but the clock he wishes to see is broken and he loses 
interest in seeing the old volume of Chinese history. Heart is at the tomb of 
the two lovers so sets off to visit. 

  Chapter 
40 

Arrives at the location where the tomb of the lovers is supposed to be, only 
to realise it is not there. 

  Chapter 
41 

Journey through Avignion, which is proverbially windy and Shandy loses his 
hat. 

  Chapter 
42 

Shandy believes he has outrun Death by now so resolves to travel through 
the South of France more slowly by mule. Enjoys peace and beauty of empty 
plains, though they present a problem for travel writers. 

  Chapter 
43 

Describes variety of society he meets on the plains, including joining in with 
carousing dances. Intends to publish Plain Tales in separate publication. 

Volume 8 Chapter 1 Challenges anyone to move in a straight line in the South of France, a place 
full of romance and distraction - hence digressive nature of work. 

  Chapter 2 Shandy describes his method of beginning a book and following train of 
ideas. Nature of work as possessing no anger or zeal. 

  Chapter 3 Example of courteous, friendly greeting given to everyone - since none can 
spark anger in him. Links professions throughout family to Aunt Dinah's 
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velvet mask. 

  Chapter 4 Uncle Toby's lack of knowledge about love or Widow Wadman's affections in 
particular. 

  Chapter 5 Attempts physiological explanation of why women secretly fall in love with 
men. 

  Chapter 6 Shandy's difficulty in applying physiological explanation to Uncle Toby, who 
seems an exception to the rule. Lists other difficulties as an author and a 
man, such as health and some previous volumes remaining unsold. 

  Chapter 7 Ends digression and declares he will continue with story of Uncle Toby's 
affair. 

  Chapter 8 Haste with which Toby moves to Shandy Hall to set up fortifications, to find it 
is unfurnished. Must sleep at Widow Wadman's house. 

  Chapter 9 Widow Wadman does not allow her nightshift dress to be pinned around her 
feet, indicating she is in love with Uncle Toby. 

  Chapter 
10 

Not until eleven years later, when Uncle Toby has a break in his sieges, that 
he is able to pursue affair with Widow Wadman. 

  Chapter 
11 

In period where Widow Wadman's love is unrequited, she cannot make up 
her mind whether to continue loving Uncle Toby or not. Shandy has similar 
temperament and digresses about his changing passions. 

  Chapter 
12 

Shandy draws attention to a metaphor from the previous chapter he is 
particularly proud of. 

  Chapter 
13 

Attempts to define love with alphabetical list of adjectives. Returns to idea of 
indecisiveness. 

  Chapter 
14 

Design of neighbouring gardens of Uncle Toby and Widow Wadman that 
allows her to observe him and his fortifications. 

  Chapter 
15 

Hypothetically considers at which end a man should be set on fire, if Widow 
Wadman wished to blow up Uncle Toby in his sentry-box. 

  Chapter 
16 

Widow Wadman's attack is metaphorical, and the fire one of passion. She 
'attacks' by entering the sentry-box, taking up the map, and asking Uncle 
Toby for an explanation. 

  Chapter 
17 

Continues metaphor of attack by pointing out that Widow Wadman's 
advances differ from one another like individual battles. Map with 
fingerprints of the couple which Shandy keeps as a relic. 

  Chapter 
18 

Disconsolate mood of Uncle Toby and Trim following the peace treaty. Trim 
decides to try and comfort his master. 

  Chapter 
19 

Trim and Uncle Toby discuss the mood-altering power of Trim's stories, and 
Trim prepares to tell one about the King of Bohemia and his seven castles. So 
many digressions that the story is never actually told. 

  Chapter 
20 

Trim tells another story of the time he was injured in battle and fell in love 
with the nun who nursed him. 

  Chapter 
21 

Trim explains to Uncle Toby the suddenness with which he fell in love, 
likening it to being shot in battle. 

  Chapter 
22 

How Trim falls in love with the nun while she is rubbing his knee to ease the 
inflammation and itching. Euphemistic and suggestive language. 
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  Chapter 
33 

Widow Wadman has been listening to Trim's story and plans her 'attack', 
believing the story will have put Uncle Toby in an amorous mood. 

  Chapter 
34 

Widow Wadman pretends to have something in her eye, as a pretext to ask 
Uncle Toby to look into it. 

  Chapter 
35 

Describes how the eye of Widow Wadman is precisely suited to make Uncle 
Toby fall in love with her. 

  Chapter 
36 

Different manners with which Father and Uncle Toby deal with falling in love 
- Father rails against it while Uncle Toby is more accepting. 

  Chapter 
37 

Open and honest way in which Uncle Toby admits to Trim that he is in love. 

  Chapter 
38 

Trim & Uncle Toby and Widow Wadman & Bridget separately discuss their 
love for one another. Both form plans of action in how to advance. 

  Chapter 
39 

Trim and Uncle Toby discuss what to do with his sword as they make him 
presentable for the 'attack' on Widow Wadman, but decide it will be in the 
way. 

  Chapter 
40 

Trim and Uncle Toby discuss plans of 'attack' on Bridget and Widow Wadman 
respectively. Uncle Toby admits his nervousness. 

  Chapter 
41 

Father's analogy between the passions and an ass (donkey) which must be 
kept from kicking. Shandy distinguishes this from his metaphor of the hobby-
horse. 

  Chapter 
42 

Comic scene in which Uncle Toby mistakes Father asking after his 'ass' 
(passions) and thinks he is referring to a blister sustained while riding. 

  Chapter 
43 

Debate about love, distinguishing rational and natural love. 

  Chapter 
44 

Continue discussing nature of love and the way Uncle Toby should proceed. 
Father writes him a letter of instruction. 

  Chapter 
45 

Father goes to give letter to Uncle Toby, then he and Trim set out to make 
their 'attack'. Mother wishes she could peer through keyhole. 

Volume 9 Dedication Digression about who he should dedicate the volume to and why. 

  Chapter 1 Father regrets insinuation that Mother has lewd motive for peering through 
keyhole, as this is totally unlike her character. Sin associated with keyholes. 

  Chapter 2 Description of Uncle Toby and Trim's appearances as they prepare to 'attack' 
at Widow Wadman's in their best clothes. 

  Chapter 3 Trim follows Uncle Toby in support as they advance. Uncle Toby nervous and 
ill at ease in company of women, unless they are in distress. 

  Chapter 4 Story of Trim's brother Tom, whose marriage leads him to be imprisoned by 
the Inquisition, establishes doubt in Uncle Toby's mind. 

  Chapter 5 Story of Tom continues, namely how he set his sights upon the Jewish widow 
he married because she owned a sausage shop that did a good trade. 

  Chapter 6 Story of Tom continues: when he enters the shop there is only a poor servant 
girl of colour. Discussion sparked about racial inequality between Trim and 
Uncle Toby. 

  Chapter 7 Story of Tom continues: how he courts the widow and persuades her to 
marry him by helping her make sausages. 
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  Chapter 8 By likening courtship to a battle or siege Trim persuades Uncle Toby to 
continue. Digression from Shandy about the swiftness with which life is 
proceeding while he writes. 

  Chapter 9 Shandy declares he does not care what the world thinks of the previous 
chapter. 

  Chapter 
10 

Father and Mother wait impatiently for Uncle Toby and Trim to make their 
first entry into Widow Wadman's house, while the two men are delayed by 
their stories. 

  Chapter 
11 

Seeing Uncle Toby and Trim advance around the side of the house rather 
than entering, Father curses them and Mother (as always) agrees. Return 
home. 

  Chapter 
12 

Shandy considers how he is best able to write with a suitable combination of 
wisdom and folly. 

  Chapter 
13 

Shandy reveals secret to best writing - dresses in his best fashion and ideas 
become elevated alongside the body. 

  Chapter 
14 

Defends theory of producing good writing in previous chapter against 
possible contradictions. 

  Chapter 
15 

Had planned to write a digression in this chapter, but realises that in 
forewarning of the digression he has already made it. Instead will return to 
Uncle Toby's affair. 

  Chapter 
16 

Uncle Toby and Trim reach Widow Wadman's door and wait with anxious 
tension for a minute before Trim knocks. Bridget is waiting just behind the 
door and Widow Wadman is watching from behind her curtain. 

  Chapter 
17 

Idea of knocking at the door reminds Shandy of his tailor, to whom he is in 
debt. Digression about debt and the difficulties of staying out of it. 

  Chapter 
18 

Blank. 

  Chapter 
19 

Blank. 

  Chapter 
20 

Uncle Toby sends Trim to fetch an unnamed object. Widow Wadman 
inwardly vows that she will look at it but not touch it. 

  Chapter 
21 

Uses tract from Slawkenbergius to illustrate how a woman decides on a 
husband. 

  Chapter 
22 

Laments how poorly suited to marriage most men are made by Nature. 
However, Uncle Toby is perfectly suited. His 'suitability', despite Widow 
Wadman's doubts, has not been affected by his groin wound. 

  Chapter 
23 

How Bridget and Widow Wadman have resolved to find out the nature of 
Uncle Toby's wound. How his innocence is bound to make this easy. 

  Chapter 
24 

Shandy has now reached the most anticipated part of his story, but realises 
the difficulties in writing it down. Writes invocation for help from the gentle 
spirits that assist writers. Digression about heart-broken woman named 
Maria whom he meets in France. 

  Chapter 
25 

Defends right to write his own story in his own way, then returns to fill in 
blank chapters 18 and 19.  
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    Chapter 18: Uncle Toby declares his love to Widow Wadman but does not 
elaborate. After an uncomfortable silence she cautions him against the 
discomforts of marriage and parenthood. 

    Chapter 19: Feeling himself out of his depth, Uncle Toby proposes marriage 
to Widow Wadman, vowing to share its pleasures and cares with her. Reads 
silently while she considers her response. 

  Chapter 
26 

The mysterious object Trim was sent for in chapter 20 is revealed to be a 
map. When Widow Wadman asks where Uncle Toby received his wound 
(meaning on his body) he thinks she means whereabouts on the battlefield. 

  Chapter 
27 

Trim takes map down to kitchen to show Bridget. 

  Chapter 
28 

Bridget makes insinuation about the wound in Uncle Toby's groin, which Trim 
denies. 

  Chapter 
29 

Trim seeks to find out from Bridget where her suspicions came from. 

  Chapter 
30 

Separated during their amorous campaign, Uncle Toby and Trim are unable 
to communicate. Furthermore, Trim would not report what he heard from 
Bridget for fear of wounding his master's honesty. 

  Chapter 
31 

Trim and Uncle Toby discuss Mrs. Wadman while Trim is engaged to write 
down her list of virtues. He ends up explaining to Uncle Toby that her 
concern for the wound in his groin can be attributed to more than just 
compassion. 

  Chapter 
32 

Servants' gossip means affair between Uncle Toby and Mrs. Wadman 
spreads around the whole village. Causes Father to have tirade about 'lustful' 
women and the problems they cause. 

  Chapter 
33 

Tirade about women leads to debate about the town bull which has failed to 
get Obadiah's cow pregnant. Uncertain whether it is the fault of the cow or 
the bull. 

  END   

 


